
NAME: 

TEACHER: 

Receptive Language Nov March May Measurement and Comparison Nov March May

Listens to and follows directions Uses a variety of techniques/tools to measure 

Extends/expands thoughts of ideas Sorts and classifies objects using one or more attributes

Creates and extends simple, repeating patterns

Expressive Language Independently orders objects using one characteristics

Communicates using verbal and nonverbals

Can speak clearly Math Reasoning

Describes activities with more detail
Use simple strategies to solve math problems and 

communicates how he/she solved it

Communicates in sentences Uses both familiar and new strategies to solve a problem

Early Reading Geometry and Spatial Thinking

Make predictions using title and pictures
Uses appropriate directional language to indicate where   

things are in the environment: position, direction, order

Make real world connecitons about a story Recognizes and names common 2/3 D shapes.

Identify characters and setting in a story

Retell familiar stories read aloud Number and Quantity

Reads environmental print Recognizes and names how many items are in a set.

Identifies front,back,top,bottom of a book Recites numbers up to 20 in sequence

Points to the title and beginning of story Tells numbers before and after a given number up to 10

Isolates the initial sounds in words with guidance Matches two equal sets /one to one correspondence

Understands that letters form words Match numerals to sets of objects  0-10

Segments sentences into individual words Practice combining, separating, naming quantities

Tracks words from left to right, top to bottom Describes data from classroom graphs 

Recognizes and names uppercase/lowercase  

letters of the alphabet
Describe sets as having more, less, same/equal

Identifies and produces rhyming words

Early Writing Self Regulation

Draws pictures and letters to communicate Manages transitions and adapts to change

Write some letters of the alphabet Respects others and school property

Has appropriate control over feelings

Gross and Fine Motor Skills Developing a Sense of Self and Others

Performs fine motor tasks with control and 

strength

Effectively uses words, sentences, and actions to    

communicate needs, ideas, opinions, and preferences

Uses hand-eye coordination to manipulate small 

objects
Identifies human feelings

Demonstrates coordination and balance. Shows curiousity in a range of activities

Seeks out adults as a resource for help 

Health and Well Being Plays cooperatively and develops friendships  

Identifies the importance and participates in   

activities related to health and self-care
Persists trying to complete a task after previous failure 

Participates in a variety of structured and 

nonstructed indoor and outdoor activities 
Can work independently

Able to be a leader and a follower
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Scientific Skills and Methods Visual Arts

Uses simple tools, ask questions, and records 

observations by drawing pictures and talking about 

a science activity

Uses materials, observes, and discusses visual arts

Physical Science Music and Drama

Describes materials by their physical properties 

and states of matter
Uses dance to express feelings and energy

Uses classroom objects to function as simple 

machines to enhance child directed play

Uses familiar rhymes, songs, chants, and musical 

instruments to express creativity

Participates in dramatic play

Living Creatures
Uses voice inflections and facial expressions to tell 

stories or particpate in dramatic play

Observes, explores, and describes a variety of 

plants and animals. Describes and names their 

basic needs

Participates in Bible stories and songs

Identifies and desribes the functions of body parts

Earth and Space Use of Senses

Makes simple observations of the characteristics 

and seasonal changes of sun, moon, stars, and 

clouds. Compares daytime/nighttime cycle

Acts and moves with purpose and independently 

recognizes differences in directions, distance, and 

location

Identifies seasons and symbols of seasons Demonstrates spatial awareness

Takes things apart and invents new structures

People and Community

Recognize similarities and differences between 

own culture and that of others

Identifies Patriotic symbols

Knows the Pledge of Allegiance

Comments: November

Comments: March
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